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A-dec Objectives

Eliminate production-system 
limits on manufacturing 
capacity

Reduce errors by eliminating 
data re-entry at key transitions

Improve customer service by 
reinstating custom order 
capability

Capture “tribal knowledge” to 
improve accuracy and process 
control

“With V5 PLM, the constraint on 
our production capacity is gone.”

Wes Snyder, Furniture Engineering
Manager, A-dec

Company Overview
A-dec, a privately held company founded more than 40 years 
ago near Portland, Oregon, has developed into one of the 
world’s largest producers of dental equipment, with annual 
sales of more than $250 million. The dental furniture division 
accounts for approximately 20 percent of sales, manufactures 
more than 17,000 parts per week, and is the North America 
market leader.

A-dec’s primary focus is creating equipment innovations that 
help dentists operate in healthier, more effi cient environments. 
A-dec owns a number of industry patents. Quality and defect-
free craftsmanship are the company’s hallmarks.

Business Challenges
When A-dec introduced a greatly expanded catalog of 
standard-order cabinetry in 2000, orders skyrocketed. 
Unfortunately, the additional volume was beyond the limits of 
the company’s production system, and orders quickly 
outstripped capacity. 

Designs created on 2D and 3D CAD systems were entered 
into the production system by programmers, not designers. 
Multiple rounds of physical prototypes were needed just to 
locate and eliminate the coding errors before production could 
begin. And as the order volume grew, the system began 
introducing errors of its own.

The product capacity limits of the legacy system caused A-dec 
to turn away requests for custom designs and new product 
offerings. To avoid disappointing its customers, A-dec needed 
a new approach – a system that could automate growing 
volumes of routine orders from design to production, giving 
designers more time to spend on custom orders and new 
product development.
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Solution
When A-dec began looking for a new production system, it 
initially focused on solutions specifi c to the cabinetry industry, 
but then expanded the search to include knowledge-based 
3D modeling solutions. A-dec narrowed the fi eld to three 
competitors and ran full pilots to evaluate the fi nalists against 
A-dec’s 34 requirements and 21 wants. V5 PLM from 
Dassault Systèmes, including CATIA V5 for 3D modeling and 
ENOVIA SmarTeam for data management, was the clear 
winner. The close links between V5 PLM and Microsoft 
technologies, including SmarTeam’s use of SQL server and 
the ability to use the Microsoft .NET framework to provide 
system integration, offered additional value.

Focus on RAND 
One of the best V5 PLM decisions A-dec made was to hire 
RAND to manage the implementation, IS Manager Becky 
Urwiller says. RAND’s understanding of APIs and how the 
software functions was invaluable to us. We could never 
replicate that level of knowledge.” 

RAND served as A-dec’s guide into the world of PLM. “During 
our evaluation process, RAND worked to fi nd another CATIA 
V5 user that had developed a fully automated production 
system like the one we were building,” says Wes Snyder,  
Engineering Manager for A-dec’s furniture group. “Even 
though no one had taken an implementation as far as we were 
going to take it, RAND pulled together customers that had 
done portions of the process, so we knew that it could work. 
They also understood our focus on avoiding scope creep and 
were very supportive.”

A team of at least six RAND employees worked on the project, 
creating the framework and best practices to move data from 
A-dec’s ERP system to CATIA V5, entering product data into 
the system and migrating the standard parts library. “One of 
the real successes from my standpoint is that we didn’t 
concede a single system requirement,” Snyder says. “A lot of 
the responsibility for that goes to RAND.”
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Rand North America, Inc, a subsidiary 
of Dassault Systèmes and business 
partner of IBM, markets and sells 
product lifecycle management (PLM) 
software solutions from Dassault 
Systèmes, as well as associated 
integration services and software 
from Rand Worldwide, to product 
developers and manufacturers across 
North America. Unlike traditional 
CAD/CAM/CAE/PDM technologies, 
PLM provides collaborative solutions 
to defi ne and manage information 
throughout the complete product 
lifecycle and across the entire 
extended enterprise.

Focus on RAND
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CATIA V5 links design and manufacturing in one environment
CATIA V5’s ability to integrate the design and manufacturing 
environment within a single platform was a key differentiator. 
“If the other systems offered parametric rules they were part of 
a different system, but they were built into CATIA,” Snyder  
says. “CATIA V5 features parametric design capabilities driven 
by Knowledgeware, which allows A-dec to store its standard 
assemblies as design templates. When a customer’s order is 
processed, CATIA V5 and an in-house control application 
automatically confi gure the templates to the right size, shape 
and color.”

CATIA V5 generates the numerical control (NC) instructions to 
manufacture the components, outputting them to A-dec’s 
milling and routing machinery directly from the 3D model. This 
eliminates data re-keying and its inherent potential for error.

“Designing the whole product in 3D and being able to see the 
results of what we were doing was another major differentiator,” 
says Staff Manufacturing Engineer Chris Etzel. “CATIA V5 lets 
us see the product virtually in 3D, eliminating the multiple 
rounds of prototypes we needed to fi nd the errors. Now we’re 
virtually paperless.”

ENOVIA SmarTeam and SQL Server manage the 
intelligence behind the process
ENOVIA SmarTeam, based on the Microsoft SQL Server™ 
database, serves as the data engine. It manages the 
intelligence behind the parametric modeling capabilities as 
well as the history of CATIA V5 designs. A Microsoft SQL 
Server database designed by A-dec stores the results of every 
project for future reference. “The ability to store design history, 
work in process and production data is the real power of the 
system,” Etzel says. 

A custom control application receives information from A-dec’s 
order confi gurator, which resides in A-dec’s ERP system and 
integrates with ENOVIA SmarTeam to relay information to 
CATIA V5. The control application then opens the appropriate 

“3D XML took us all of about 
30 minutes to  set up. And
Microsoft Sharepoint allows
us to provide the visibility of
3D XML  to anyone in the
organization.” 

Chris Etzel, Staff Manufacturing
Engineer, A-dec



product models in CATIA V5, adjusts the parameters, 
and outputs the NC routing and milling instructions to 
Manufacturing. The result is a fully automated system that 
takes an order from the sales entry to the shop fl oor without 
human intervention, removing the limits on A-dec’s production 
capacity and freeing its designers to focus on custom orders.

3D XML provides easy-to-use view of data with boost from 
Microsoft Sharepoint
3D XML allows Manufacturing engineers and assembly 
workers to resolve questions by viewing CATIA designs in 
3D on the shop fl oor. As an intuitive viewing tool similar to an 
Internet browser, 3D XML requires virtually no training. “It’s 
pretty quick for them to walk over, pull up the 3D XML, and get 
visual verifi cation of what they’re building,” Etzel says. “It took 
us all of about 90 minutes to set up.”

A-dec uses Microsoft SharePoint to make 3D XML viewing 
available to any authorized A-dec employee, regardless of 
whether they have access to a CATIA-enabled desktop. “It 
makes delivering information easy and lets us display it for 
each user exactly the way they need to see it,” Etzel says. 

Microsoft .NET simplifi es maintenance of integrated 
applications
The control application that moves between the ERP system 
and CATIA V5 is built on the Microsoft .NET framework. The 
framework supported modular design based on standard 
interfaces, making it easier to update software packages. 
“Microsoft .NET makes it painless,” Urwiller says. “We’ve 
upgraded from V5 R14 to R17 without the need to revise our 
control application. That lets us quickly take advantage of 
new functionality as upgrades are released, because of the 
Microsoft .NET framework.”

A-dec also appreciates that CATIA V5 and ENOVIA SmarTeam 
are Microsoft Windows-based, allowing A-dec to leverage 
its existing investment in Microsoft Offi ce and Microsoft SQL 
Server to wring even more value from the project.
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V5 PLM 
Key Benefi ts

- 75% 
Physical prototypes
have been substantially 
reduced, replaced
with virtual mockups

+ 100% 
Eliminating system 
limitations more than 
doubled capacity

- 90% 
Paper-based documentation 
has been largely replaced by 
virtual 3D models and reports 
in SharePoint

+ 100% 
Customized “specials” have 
been reinstated as designers 
have been freed from routine 
confi guration work

0% 
Thanks to Microsoft .NET,
A-dec has updated its fully 
integrated V5 PLM from R14 
to R17 without rebuilding 
any interfaces
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Results
Production capacity limits eliminated with no delivery 
impacts
“In the past, our capacity was limited to what our software 
could handle and to how many production planners we had 
working,” Etzel says. “V5 PLM allows us to do more with less. 
On a purely theoretical basis, our capacity is now infi nite.” 
What’s more, the system went into production over a span of 
six months with no affect on product delivery or quality. “It was 
invisible to our customers,” Etzel says.

Physical prototypes for design “checking” reduced
Since data is never translated or re-entered, the errors that 
once made multiple physical prototypes necessary have been 
dramatically reduced. “Now, instead of building prototypes, 
designers sit in front of a CATIA screen making sure the design 
template confi gures and fi ts together properly,” Etzel says. “That 
is much faster and less expensive than repetitive prototyping.”

Fully automated manufacturing code generation
“In the past, every job on the fl oor required some intervention by 
our NC programmers,” Snyder says. “This has been eliminated 
by building the NC output into the models parametrically.”

Greater capacity to accommodate special orders
Special orders are back on the menu since A-dec adopted V5 
PLM. “We’re in a relatively small industry and we sell through 
dealerships that also sell products from other manufacturers, 
so we like to offer what our customers ask for,” Snyder says.

Increased design innovation to expand product line
Now that its product capacity limits have been eliminated, A-dec 
has the ability to develop new product offerings. A-dec also has 
signifi cantly more designers who know how to use the system; 
hiring is simpler because CATIA V5 is so widely used.

Corporate knowledge capture
The limits of A-dec’s previous system forced employees 
to remember which products required exceptions to 
standard practice. By using Knowledgeware to build that 
“tribal knowledge” into CATIA V5, the system automatically 
propagates changes to all affected parts, and A-dec achieves 

“Microsoft .NET makes it painless 
to upgrade integrated applications. 
We’ve upgraded from V5 R14 to 
R17 without the need to revise our 
control application.”

Becky Urwiller, IS Manager, A-dec



higher levels of quality control. Microsoft .NET, meanwhile, 
simplifi es the process of sharing data with A-dec’s ERP system 
and makes it easy to update integrated applications without 
damaging the links between them. 

Future
For the future, A-dec’s focus is on gaining even more value from 
what it has already accomplished with V5 PLM, and possibly 
extending its 3D XML offering to include suppliers and dealers, 
in addition to internal employees. 

“The majority of the project to date has been geared toward 
stabilizing the design and manufacturing,” Snyder says. 
“Overall, we think that continuing to go deeper into what we’ve 
already built will greatly reduce our throughput times, and we’ve 
set ourselves up for some big gains that are not yet realized.”
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V5 PLM for the Industrial Equipment Industry

Dassault Systèmes has been
working with major Industrial 
Equipment manufacturers 
and suppliers for more than 
20 years to provide a range of 
leading PLM solutions.

DS V5 PLM solutions cover 
the product development 
needs of Industrial Equipment 
sectors such as machinery 
manufacturing for industry, 
construction, mining, paper, 
printing, textiles, and other 

specialized production and 
process domains.

The DS V5 PLM portfolio of 
CATIA, DELMIA, ENOVIA and 
SIMULIA enable Industrial 
Equipment manufacturers to 
increase innovation, reuse 
company knowledge and part 
design, standardize processes, 
ensure quality, increase 
fl exibility and reduce product 
development costs.

For information about
DS V5 PLM solutions for the 
Industrial Equipment, visit 
www.3ds.com

“In the past, every job on the fl oor 
required some intervention by our 
NC programmers. With V5 PLM, 
that has been eliminated.”

Wes Snyder, Furniture Engineering
Manager, A-dec
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